Model of Fabry-Pérot-type electromagnetic modes of a cylindrical nanowire
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, nanowires (NWs), both semiconductor and metallic, have attracted growing attention due to their significant potential for applications in future nanodevices. Semiconductor NWs demonstrate remarkable photoluminescence, waveguiding and lasing properties that makes them very promising as active elements in optics and optoelectronics on a nanoscale.\(^1\)\(^-\)\(^3\) On the other hand, metallic NWs support surface-plasmon polaritons which are able to squeeze light into nanometer dimensions, producing large local-field enhancement, that can find diverse applications in nanophotonics.\(^4\)\(^,\)\(^5\) Besides that, NWs can act as a nanoantenna which concentrates radiation from a distant source or, vice versa emits efficiently a localized field into the outer space.\(^6\)\(^-\)\(^8\)

Being an optical resonator, a NW enhances electromagnetic waves of certain frequencies which are determined by the resonator length and which are known as Fabry-Pérot modes. They can be observed as distinct peaks in NW photoluminescence or light-scattering spectra.\(^9\)\(^-\)\(^14\) Under pumping conditions above threshold, those peaks evolve into the lasing spectrum.\(^15\)\(^-\)\(^17\) Thus a knowledge of Fabry-Pérot modes is of considerable importance for the development of a nanowire laser or, in the case of metallic NWs, a spaser which generates coherent surface plasmons.\(^18\) Moreover, a proper determination of Fabry-Pérot modes is crucial for the reconstruction of the dispersion curves of the NW waveguide modes.\(^19\)

The concept of Fabry-Pérot modes dates back to classical optics and originates from interference between multiple reflections of light propagating between two parallel semitransparent plates.\(^20\) The condition of constructive interference between the light beams traveling in one direction gives the wavelengths for which the transmission through the two plates is maximum. This consideration assumes that the light beam is not confined in the transverse direction by a boundary surface and its diameter is much larger than its wavelength. This is obviously not the case for a nanowire and the whole concept must be revised from the beginning.

The lack of a rigorous theory enforces one to use the approaches beyond their applicability. One frequently considers the confinement of the electromagnetic field in a nanowire waveguide and reflections at the nanowire ends as two completely independent problems.\(^8\) By this means, one obtains the ordinary waveguide modes of an infinite cylinder for the waves propagating along the nanowire which are enhanced at the wavelengths corresponding to classical Fabry-Pérot modes. As a result, it is expected that the intermode spacing is proportional to the inverse nanowire length and only slightly varies due to the nanowire refractive index dispersion. More systematic studies reveal, however, some discrepancies between the positions of the observed peaks and the calculated Fabry-Pérot modes.\(^9\)\(^-\)\(^12\)\(^,\)\(^21\)\(^-\)\(^24\) Let us note that this problem is not specific for cylindrical symmetry of a nanoresonator and occurs also for metal strips, as an example.\(^25\)\(^,\)\(^26\)

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we present a general approach to the problem which is then considered in the limit of elongated nanowires. The particular case of a single-mode nanowire is discussed as well. Sec. III gives numerical examples calculated for a single-mode nanowire along with their discussion. The main results are summarized in Sec. IV.

II. THEORETICAL MODEL

A. General approach

Let a nanowire has the shape of a circular cylinder with the radius \(a\) and the length \(L\). Let its optical properties be described by the dielectric function \(\varepsilon_2\) and it is surrounded by medium with the dielectric function \(\varepsilon_1\). A source-free solution of Maxwell’s equations can be found in terms of the electric and magnetic Hertz vectors, \(\Pi\) and \(\Pi'\), respectively.\(^27\) Assuming the temporal dependence of the fields in the form of \(\exp(-\omega t)\), one can obtain the electric and magnetic field amplitudes in Gaussian units as follows:

\[
E_j = \nabla(\mathbf{\Pi}_j) + k_j^2 \mathbf{\Pi}_j + i \frac{\omega}{c} \nabla \times \Pi''_j, \tag{1}
\]

\[
H_j = \nabla(\mathbf{\Pi}_j) + k_j^2 \mathbf{\Pi}_j - i \varepsilon_\infty \frac{\omega}{c} \nabla \times \Pi''_j, \tag{2}
\]

where \(\omega\) is the field frequency, \(c\) is the speed of light in vacuum, \(k_j = (\omega/c)\sqrt{\varepsilon_j} = (2\pi/L)\sqrt{\varepsilon_j} / \lambda\) with \(\lambda\) the wavelength in
fields originating from the reflection at the nanowire ends can be found as they would be induced by the fictitious surface electric and magnetic current sheets with the surface densities
\[
K_j^\sigma = \pm \frac{c}{4\pi} \mathbf{e}_z \times \mathbf{H}_{j,z}, \quad K_j^m = \pm \frac{c}{4\pi} \mathbf{e}_z \times \mathbf{E}_{j,z},
\]
respectively, where \( \mathbf{e}_z \) is the unit vector along the \( z \) axis, the subscript \( t \) denotes the components which are tangential to the facets and \( + \) and \( - \) subscripts correspond to the nanowire facets at \( z=-L/2 \) and \( z=L/2 \), respectively. Here the quantities \( \mathbf{H}_{j,z} \) and \( \mathbf{E}_{j,z} \) can be expressed in terms of the coefficients \( a_{jm}^\sigma \) using Eqs. (1)–(5) taken at \( z=\pm L/2 \). The Hertz vectors of the fields originating from the fictitious currents are the solutions of inhomogeneous wave equations with the sources given by Eq. (6) and are found as
\[
\Phi_j^\sigma(R) = i \int_{\gamma_j^\sigma} K_j^\sigma(R) \frac{e^{i|\mathbf{R}|}}{\mathbf{R}} d\mathbf{R}',
\]
where \( \gamma_j^\sigma = \gamma_j^t \cup \gamma_j^m = 1 \). It is assumed here that the currents \( K_j^\sigma \) are taken in the rectangular coordinates \( (x,y,z) \) and the radius vector \( \mathbf{R}' \) runs over the surfaces \( \gamma_j^t \) in the planes \( z' = \pm L/2 \) with \( r' > a \) for \( \gamma_j^t \) and \( r' < a \) for \( \gamma_j^m \). Let us note that the vectors \( \Phi_j^\sigma \) have only nonzero components perpendicular to the \( z \) axis.

Now the solution of Maxwell’s equations in the region \(-L/2 < z < L/2\) which satisfies the boundary conditions at the NW ends is given by the Hertz vectors
\[
\Pi_j^\sigma = \Phi_j^\sigma + \Phi_j^m + \Psi_j^\sigma - \mathbf{e}_z
\]
with the coefficients \( a_{jm}^\sigma(\beta) \) which are not yet defined. To complete the solution of the problem we shall require that the field components which are tangential to the cylinder surface would be continuous at \( r=a \). The result can be written in the form of the matrix homogeneous Fredholm integral equation of the second kind
\[
\tilde{M}_n(\beta) \tilde{A}_n(\beta) = \frac{1}{2\pi} \int_C [e^{-i(\beta-\beta')L/2} - e^{i(\beta-\beta')L/2}] \times \tilde{N}_n(\beta,\beta') \tilde{A}_n(\beta') d\beta',
\]
where \( \tilde{A}_n(\beta) \) is the column vector
\[
\tilde{A}_n(\beta) = \begin{pmatrix} a_{2n}^\sigma(\beta) \\ a_{2m}^m(\beta) \\ a_{1n}^m(\beta) \\ a_{1m}^m(\beta) \end{pmatrix}.
\]

The explicit form of the matrices \( \tilde{M}_n \) and \( \tilde{N}_n \) can be found using the results of Ref. 29 and is given in the Appendix. The condition that this equation has nontrivial solutions determines possible normal modes of a nanowire. The right-hand side of Eq. (9) describes the influence of the nanowire facets. When \( L \to \infty \), due to the rapid oscillations of the integrand, it can be neglected and that condition is reduced to the equation \( \det \tilde{M}_n(\beta)=0 \) which dictates the normal modes of an infinitely long cylinder. It is worthwhile to note that Eq. (9)
takes a dimensionless form when being written in terms of the dimensionless parameters \( \tilde{\lambda} = \lambda / a \), \( \beta = \beta a \) and \( \tilde{L} = L / a \) that suggests the principle of similitude of different nanowires. 30

B. Limit of elongated nanowire

Equation (9) is exact and valid for an arbitrary ratio between the nanowire length, its diameter and the wavelength. It can be investigated numerically using standard methods of the theory of integral equations. 31 In the present paper, we consider in more detail the case when \( L \gg 2a \).

Let us note that the zeros of det \( \hat{M}_n(\beta) \) specify the poles of the amplitudes \( \bar{A}_n(\beta) \) in Eq. (9). One can rewrite this equation in the following form:

\[
\hat{M}_n(\beta)\bar{A}_n(\beta) = \frac{1}{2\pi} \int_{C_+} e^{-i(\beta-\beta')L/2} \hat{N}_n(\beta, \beta') \bar{A}_n(\beta') d\beta'
- \int_{C_-} e^{i(\beta-\beta')L/2} \hat{N}_n(\beta, \beta') \bar{A}_n(\beta') d\beta',
\]

(11)

where the integration path \( C_+ \) runs in the upper half-plane embracing the cuts and the poles in the right half-plane of the complex plane of \( \beta \) (see Fig. 1) while the integration path \( C_- \) runs similarly in the lower half-plane embracing the cuts and the poles in the left half-plane (not shown). The contributions from the cut edges can be estimated as being of the order of \((2a/L)^2\) and can be neglected. The remaining integrals are determined by the sum of residuals of the integrands at the poles given by the normal modes of an infinite nanowire, \( \beta_n \). We shall assume further that the propagation lengths of all transient modes for which \( \beta_n \) is a complex quantity are much less than \( L \). Then the dominant contribution to the integral is given by the waveguide (bound) modes for which \( \beta_n \) are purely real. This approximation leads to the following equation:

\[
\hat{M}_n(\beta)\bar{A}_n(\beta) = \int \sum_b e^{-i(\beta-\beta)bL/2} \hat{N}_n(\beta, \beta) \text{Res}[\bar{A}_n(\beta)]
+ \sum_b e^{i(\beta-\beta)bL/2} \hat{N}_n(\beta - \beta) \text{Res}[\bar{A}_n(-\beta)],
\]

(12)

where \( \text{Res}[\bar{A}_n(\beta)] \) is a column composed of the residuals of the vector \( \bar{A}_n(\beta) \) components at the pole \( \beta = \beta_n \). Using the Cauchy’s integral formula one can show that

\[
\text{Res}[\bar{A}_n(-\beta)] = -\text{Res}[\tilde{T}\bar{A}_n(\beta)] = -i\text{Res}[\bar{A}_n(\beta)],
\]

(13)

where \( \tilde{T} \) is the operator of inversion in the \( \beta \) plane so that

\[
\tilde{T}\bar{A}_n(\beta) = \bar{A}_n(-\beta).
\]

(14)

Due to the symmetry of the problem with respect to the reflection in the plane \( z = 0 \) the field amplitudes can be chosen either even or odd relatively the inversion of the \( z \) coordinate. The analysis of the Maxwell equations written in the cylindrical coordinates reveals that the components \( E_r, H_r, \) and \( H_y \) have the same parity with respect to the inversion of \( z \) whereas the components \( E_z, E_\theta, \) and \( H_z \) have the same opposite parity. This condition is satisfied if the amplitudes \( \alpha_m^r \) and \( \alpha_m^z \) in Eq. (4) have different parity with respect to the replacement \( \beta \rightarrow -\beta \). Taking into account that the quantities \( \alpha_m^r \) and \( \alpha_m^z \) determine the \( z \) components of the electric and magnetic fields, respectively, which are continuous at the nanowire surface \( r = a \) we conclude that the pairs of amplitudes \( \alpha_m^z \) and \( \alpha_m^z \) as well as \( \alpha_m^z \) and \( \alpha_m^z \) have common parity relatively the inversion of \( \beta \). In what follows, we shall call the electromagnetic field even or odd if its \( E_z \) component is an even or odd function of \( z \), respectively. According to this definition, an even electromagnetic field corresponds to even coefficients \( \alpha_m^z \) and \( \alpha_m^z \) and odd coefficients \( \alpha_m^z \) and \( \alpha_m^z \), whereas for an odd electromagnetic field the parity of the coefficients is opposite. This property determines the explicit form of the operator \( \tilde{T} \). For even fields

\[
\tilde{T}_{\text{even}} = \begin{pmatrix}
1 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & -1 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 1 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & -1
\end{pmatrix},
\]

(15)

while for odd fields

\[
\tilde{T}_{\text{odd}} = -\tilde{T}_{\text{even}}.
\]

(16)

Now introducing the substitution

\[
\bar{A}_n(\beta) = \hat{M}_n^{-1}(\beta)\bar{C}_n(\beta)
\]

and taking into account relation (13) one can rewrite Eq. (12) as follows:

\[
\bar{C}_n(\beta) = i\left\{ \sum_b e^{-i(\beta-\beta)bL/2} \hat{N}_n(\beta, \beta) - \sum_b e^{i(\beta+\beta)bL/2} \hat{N}_n(\beta, \beta - \beta) \right\} \text{Res}[\hat{M}_n^{-1}(\beta)]\bar{C}_n(\beta),
\]

(18)

where \( \text{Res}[\hat{M}_n^{-1}(\beta)] \) is a matrix composed of the residuals of the matrix elements \( [\hat{M}_n^{-1}(\beta)]_{jk} \) at the pole \( \beta = \beta_n \). The above equation allows one to find the vectors \( \bar{C}_n(\beta) \) in terms of the quantities \( \bar{C}_n(\beta) \) which in their turn satisfy the following set of equations:

\[
\bar{C}_n(\beta) = i\left\{ \sum_b e^{-i(\beta-\beta)bL/2} \hat{N}_n(\beta, \beta) - \sum_b e^{i(\beta+\beta)bL/2} \hat{N}_n(\beta, \beta - \beta) \right\} \text{Res}[\hat{M}_n^{-1}(\beta)]\bar{C}_n(\beta),
\]

(19)

whose dimension is determined by the number of waveguide modes which are supported by an infinite nanowire of the same radius at a given frequency \( \omega \) for a given parameter \( n \). Thus the condition that the determinant of Eq. (19) is equal to zero specifies the Fabry-Pérot modes of the nanowire.

The spatial distribution of the electromagnetic field corresponding to the Fabry-Pérot modes can be found using Eq. (18). For this purpose, let us introduce the partial four-component Hertz vector amplitudes as follows:
\[ \Psi_n(r, \theta, z) = \frac{1}{2\pi} \int_C \tilde{\Psi}_n(r, \theta; \beta) e^{i\beta z} d\beta, \]  
where the Fourier transform \( \tilde{\Psi}_n \) is given by

\[ \tilde{\Psi}_n(r, \theta; \beta) = e^{-in\theta} \tilde{X}_n(r; \beta) \tilde{N}_n(\beta) \]  
with

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
J_n(q_2 r) / q_2^2 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & J_n(q_2 r) / q_2^2 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & H_n^{(1)}(q_1 r) / q_1^2 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & H_n^{(1)}(q_1 r) / q_1^2 \\
\end{pmatrix},
\]

Now taking into account Eqs. (17) and (18) and reducing the integral over the contour C to the sum of the residuals as before one comes to the following equation:

\[ \Psi_n(r, \theta, z) = 2e^{-in\theta} \sum_{s,b} e^{i\beta_s - \beta_b} L^{1/2} \tilde{X}_n(r; \beta_s) \tilde{S}_n(z) \]

\[ \times \text{Res} [\tilde{M}_n^{-1}(\beta_s) \tilde{N}_s(\beta_s, \beta_b) \text{Res} [\tilde{M}_n^{-1}(\beta_b) \tilde{C}_b(\beta_b)], \]

where \( \tilde{S}_n \) is a diagonal matrix such that for even modes \( S_{n,11} = S_{n,33} = \cos(\beta_c z) \) and \( S_{n,22} = S_{n,44} = i \sin(\beta_c z) \), while for odd modes \( S_{n,11} = S_{n,33} = i \sin(\beta_c z) \) and \( S_{n,22} = S_{n,44} = \cos(\beta_c z) \). Here we have used the identity

\[ \hat{M}_n^{-1}(\beta) \tilde{N}_n(-\beta, -\beta') \hat{T} = -\hat{T} \hat{M}_n^{-1}(\beta) \tilde{N}_n(\beta, \beta') \]

and we have assumed that the field is calculated at the points which are not too close to the nanowire ends so that \( L/2 \pm z \gg a \).

**C. Single-mode nanowire**

Equation (19) which determines the NW normal modes is written in terms of the propagation constants of an infinitely long nanowire of the same radius as the considered one. We shall define therefore a single-mode regime in the same way as for an infinite nanowire. For dielectric or semiconductor NWs such conditions are realized when the criterion

\[ 2\pi a / \lambda < \epsilon_1 < 2.405 \]

is fulfilled. For a single-mode NW which supports only the fundamental waveguide mode \( HE_{11}(n=1) \) with the propagation constant \( \beta_0 \), Eq. (19) is reduced to a set of four equations. Its normal modes are determined by the roots of the determinant of the matrix

\[ \hat{O}(\beta_0, L) = i [\hat{N}_1(\beta_0, \beta_0) - e^{i\beta_0 z} \hat{N}_1(\beta_0, -\beta_0)] \text{Res} [\hat{M}_n^{-1}(\beta_0)] \]

\[ -\hat{I}, \]

where \( \hat{I} \) is a \( 4 \times 4 \) unit matrix. One can see from here that for a given \( \beta_0 \) the matrix \( \hat{O}(\beta_0, L) \) is periodic in \( L \); it is not changed on the transformation \( L \to L + (2\pi m / \beta_0) \) with \( m \) an integer. On the other hand, it is transformed to the matrix corresponding to the opposite parity if \( L \) takes a shift by \( \pi m / \beta_0 \) [see Eq. (16)]. Therefore the nanowire possesses a sequence of normal modes of alternating parity which obeys the equation

\[ \beta_0 L = m \pi - \phi(\beta_0), \]

where \( -\pi/2 < \phi(\beta_0) \leq \pi/2 \). Here the integer \( m \) takes the values \( 1, 2, 3, \ldots \) if \( \phi(\beta_0) \approx 0 \), while in the range of \( \beta_0 \) where \( \phi(\beta_0) \approx 0 \) the zeroth-order mode (\( m=0 \)) can also exist. One has to keep in mind, however, that result (27) has been obtained in the limit of large parameter \( L/\alpha \). Under this assumption such a lowest-order resonance can occur only when \( \beta_0 a \ll 1 \).

Let us note that Eq. (27) resembles the condition of constructive interference for classical Fabry-Pérot interferometer with the wave vector and the phase shift acquired on reflection being replaced by \( \beta_0 \) and \( \phi(\beta_0) \), respectively. However this is only formal similarity since for a boundary between two nonabsorbing dielectrics \( \phi \) equals either 0 or \( \pi \). Moreover, in the case of reflection of a waveguide mode one cannot define the reflection coefficient, and consequently the reflection phase, by analogy with the Fresnel formulas as the ratio of reflected to incident wave amplitude since this quantity depends on the coordinate \( r \). Instead, the function \( \phi(\beta_0) \) can be said to be an effective phase shift on reflection.

When a nanowire is excited by an external electromagnetic field of the frequency \( \omega \), the roots of \( \det \hat{O}(\beta_0, L) \) determine either the values of the propagation constant at a fixed NW length, \( \beta_0(L) \), or the values of the NW length at a fixed propagation constant, \( L(\beta_0) \), at which the nanowire optical response will be maximum. We shall define therefore the response function as

\[ F(\beta_0, L) = |\det \hat{O}(\beta_0, L)|^{-1}. \]

The peaks of \( F(\beta_0, L) \) can be considered as originating from Fabry-Pérot modes of a nanowire. The corresponding frequency at which such a resonance will occur is determined by the dispersion relation for the waveguide mode, \( \omega(\beta_0) \).

The spatial distribution of the electromagnetic field [Eq. (23)] is reduced in this case to the following one:

\[ \Psi_1(r, \theta, z) = 2e^{-\beta_0 z} \tilde{X}_1(r; \beta_0) \tilde{S}_0(z) \text{Res} [\hat{M}_1^{-1}(\beta_0)] \tilde{N}_1(\beta_0, \beta_0) \]

\[ \times \text{Res} [\hat{M}_1^{-1}(\beta_0)] \tilde{C}_1(\beta_0). \]
III. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To illustrate the general theory developed above we shall calculate the Fabry-Pérot resonances for the case when $\varepsilon_1 = 1$ and $\varepsilon_2 = 6$. We shall consider the range of parameters where such a nanowire supports the only waveguide mode with $n=1$, the fundamental mode $HE_{11}$. According to Eq. (25) this regime takes place when $a/\lambda < 0.171$. However as the NW modes with different indices $n$ are not mixed with each other, the results of Sec. II C are valid in a wider range $a/\lambda < 0.272$ which is below the cutoff for the modes $EH_{11}$ and $HE_{12}$. The dispersion curve of the fundamental mode in this range plotted in the dimensionless parameters $\bar{\beta}_0$ and $\bar{a}$ is given in Fig. 2. The density plots of the response function in the coordinates $\beta_0 - L$ calculated for even and odd Fabry-Pérot modes are shown in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b), respectively. The brighter regions in the figures correspond to higher peak intensities. The smeared region at $\beta_0 a < 0.8$ corresponds to the range of the dispersion curve which only slightly differs from the dispersion of light in surrounding medium (see Fig. 2). Due to a low effective refractive index contrast, the reflectivity in this region is small and the Fabry-Pérot modes are not well pronounced.

The sequence of the resonance plots represented in Fig. 3 can be characterized by their sections by the planes $\bar{\beta}_0$ = constant. The positions of the resonances can be fitted very well by formula (27) and from this fitting one can find the quantity $\phi(\beta_0)$ which is plotted in Fig. 4. On the other hand,
the same set of resonance curves can be featured by the sections $L/\bar{a}=$constant. A representative cross section from this family corresponding to the white horizontal lines in Figs. 3 and 4 is shown in Fig. 5. Such a set of resonances can be well described by the formula

$$\beta_0L = m\alpha(L) - \psi(L)$$

with the parameters $\alpha(L)$ and $\psi(L)$ which are plotted in Figs. 6 and 7, respectively. The resonances of maximum intensity fall into the range of $\beta_0$ around the value $\beta_0=1$ where the phase $\phi(\beta_0)$ is close to zero (see Fig. 4). As it is seen from Figs. 3(a) and 3(b), the resonances of all orders have maximum intensity in this interval. The quality factor of the most intensive Fabry-Pérot resonance shown in Fig. 5 ($m=7$) is estimated to be $Q=240$. The spatial distributions of the $E_z$ field component corresponding to the two Fabry-Pérot peaks indicated in Fig. 5 are shown in Fig. 8. It is clearly seen that the order of the resonance is equal to the number of half periods fitted along the nanowire length.

For the purpose of comparison with experimental results it is sometimes more convenient to have the positions of resonances in terms of the wavelength. Such plots can be obtained with the use of the dispersion relation $\omega=\omega(\beta_0)$ represented in Fig. 2. They are shown in Figs. 9(a) and 9(b) for even and odd modes, respectively.

![Figure 5](image5.png)

**FIG. 5.** (Color online) The response function plotted versus the dimensionless propagation constant for $\epsilon_1=1$, $\epsilon_2=6$, and $L/\bar{a}=20$. The red and blue lines display the even and odd modes, respectively.

![Figure 6](image6.png)

**FIG. 6.** The parameter $\alpha$ entering into Eq. (30) as a function of the dimensionless nanowire length. The horizontal dash line indicates the value of $\pi$. The error bars originate from the linear fitting of Eq. (30).

![Figure 7](image7.png)

**FIG. 7.** The parameter $\psi$ entering into Eq. (30) as a function of the dimensionless nanowire length. The error bars originate from the linear fitting of Eq. (30).

![Figure 8](image8.png)

**FIG. 8.** (Color online) The spatial distribution of the $E_z$ field component in the neglect of corrections at the nanowire ends for $\epsilon_1=1$, $\epsilon_2=6$ and $L/\bar{a}=20$: (a) $m=6$; (b) $m=7$. The white lines indicate the cross section of the nanowire cylindrical surface. The blue and red regions correspond to positive and negative values of either real part (for an even mode) or imaginary part (for an odd mode) of the functions $S_{0,11}=S_{0,33}$ [Eq. (29)], respectively.
Let us note that both Eqs. (27) and (30) contain the non-negligible phases $\phi$ and $\psi$ and in this sense they are not reduced to the formula for Fabry-Pérot resonator between two dielectric boundaries. However, if one is interested in the difference between the positions of adjacent resonances those equations approximate the classical result since $\alpha(L) \approx \pi$.

The numerical results obtained here are represented in dimensionless quantities. To get absolute values of the parameters one needs to specify one of them. Let us assume, as an example, that the NW radius is equal to 100 nm. Then the above consideration is valid in the wavelength region $\lambda > 370$ nm and for nanowires much longer than 0.2 $\mu$m that is typical for experimental conditions.

IV. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we have developed the rigorous theory which determines Fabry-Pérot modes of a nanowire. They are defined as nontrivial solutions of the integral Eq. (9) which is valid for an arbitrary nanowire length, diameter and electromagnetic field wavelength. It can be reduced to a set of linear algebraic equations in the limit of elongated nanowire where its length exceeds considerably its diameter. The results obtained for elongated nanowires which support a single waveguide mode have revealed that the condition for the nanowire Fabry-Pérot-like modes to occur can be described by the formula for classical resonator if to introduce an effective phase shift on reflection from its facets. The latter quantity can be obtained from the numerical calculations of the nanowire response function. It depends on the waveguide mode propagation constant (or on its wavelength) although the dielectric functions of both the nanowire material and surrounding medium have been assumed to be dispersionless.

In the above consideration we have implied that the propagation constants of the waveguide modes are real. The developed approach will be still valid if the dielectric function $\varepsilon_2$ and hence the propagation constants, have an imaginary part. One can expect that Eq. (27) will be fulfilled approximately for $\text{Re}(\beta_0)$ provided that the attenuation of the waveguide mode amplitude at the NW length is negligible. In the case of a metal nanowire all modes have complex propagation constants.$^{35}$ One can distinguish between strongly decaying bulk modes and surface-plasmon polariton modes which propagate over relatively long distances. The approach developed above can be equally applied to metal nanowires if instead of the waveguide modes one will consider surface modes whose propagation length is comparable with or larger than the nanowire length.$^{36}$ There are only two surface modes, $TM_0$ and $HE_1$, which have no cutoff. The higher order surface modes, $HEn$ with $n > 1$, convert to radiating ones below cutoff. The $HE1$ mode propagation constant equals approximately the wave number in the surrounding medium. This mode does not contribute to the Fabry-Pérot modes due to a low effective refractive index contrast. Therefore only the $TM0$ mode dictates the resonance conditions in a metal nanowire Fabry-Pérot cavity.
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APPENDIX: EXPLICIT FORM OF THE MATRICES $\hat{M}_n$ AND $\hat{N}_n$

The matrix $\hat{M}_n$ has the following form:
\[ \hat{M}_n(\beta) = \begin{pmatrix}
(\beta n/q_1^2)J_n(q_2a) & -i(\omega/c)q_2J_n'(q_2a) & -\beta n/q_1^2H_n^{(1)}(q_1a) & (i\omega/c)q_1H_n^{(1)}(q_1a) \\
J_n(q_2a) & 0 & -H_n^{(1)}(q_1a) & 0 \\
(i\omega/c)q_2J_n'(q_2a) & (\beta n/q_1^2)J_n(q_2a) & (i\omega/c)q_1H_n^{(1)}(q_1a) & -\beta n/q_1^2H_n^{(1)}(q_1a) \\
0 & J_n(q_2a) & 0 & -H_n^{(1)}(q_1a)
\end{pmatrix}. \tag{A1} \]

The matrix \( \hat{N}_n \) can be found using the results of Ref. 29. Its matrix elements are given by

\[ [\hat{N}_n(\beta,\beta')]_{11} = \frac{\pi^2}{\omega} \left[ -i[k^2\pi^2_{-1}(\beta,\beta') + \frac{\omega}{c} \beta \pi^2_{-1}(\beta,\beta')] - i[k^2\pi^2_{-1}(\beta,\beta') - \frac{\omega}{c} \beta \pi^2_{-1}(\beta,\beta')] \right] H_n^{(1)}(q_2a) \\
+ \frac{nq_2}{a} \left[ \pi^2_{-1}(\beta,\beta') - \pi^2_{1}(\beta,\beta')] \right] H_n^{(1)}(q_2a), \tag{A2} \]

\[ [\hat{N}_n(\beta,\beta')]_{12} = \frac{\pi^2}{\omega} \left[ i[k^2\pi^2_{-1}(\beta,\beta') + \frac{2\omega}{c} \beta \pi^2_{-1}(\beta,\beta')] - i[k^2\pi^2_{-1}(\beta,\beta') - \frac{2\omega}{c} \beta \pi^2_{-1}(\beta,\beta')] \right] H_n^{(1)}(q_2a) \\
+ \frac{nq_2}{a} \left[ \pi^2_{-1}(\beta,\beta') - \pi^2_{1}(\beta,\beta')] \right] H_n^{(1)}(q_2a), \tag{A3} \]

\[ [\hat{N}_n(\beta,\beta')]_{13} = \frac{\pi^2}{\omega} \left[ i[k^2\pi^2_{-1}(\beta,\beta') + \frac{\omega}{c} \beta \pi^2_{-1}(\beta,\beta')] - i[k^2\pi^2_{-1}(\beta,\beta') - \frac{\omega}{c} \beta \pi^2_{-1}(\beta,\beta')] \right] J_n(q_1a) \\
- \frac{nq_1}{a} \left[ \pi^2_{-1}(\beta,\beta') - \pi^2_{1}(\beta,\beta')] \right] J_n(q_1a), \tag{A4} \]

\[ [\hat{N}_n(\beta,\beta')]_{14} = \frac{\pi^2}{\omega} \left[ i[k^2\pi^2_{-1}(\beta,\beta') + \frac{\omega}{c} \beta \pi^2_{-1}(\beta,\beta')] - i[k^2\pi^2_{-1}(\beta,\beta') - \frac{\omega}{c} \beta \pi^2_{-1}(\beta,\beta')] \right] J_n(q_1a) \\
- \frac{nq_1}{a} \left[ \pi^2_{-1}(\beta,\beta') - \pi^2_{1}(\beta,\beta')] \right] J_n(q_1a), \tag{A5} \]

\[ [\hat{N}_n(\beta,\beta')]_{21} = -\frac{\pi^2}{\omega} q_2 \left[ i[k^2\pi^2_{-1}(\beta,\beta') - \pi^2_{1}(\beta,\beta')] - i[k^2\pi^2_{-1}(\beta,\beta') + \pi^2_{1}(\beta,\beta')] \right] H_n^{(1)}(q_2a), \tag{A6} \]

\[ [\hat{N}_n(\beta,\beta')]_{22} = -\frac{\pi^2}{\omega} q_2 \left[ i[k^2\pi^2_{-1}(\beta,\beta') - \pi^2_{1}(\beta,\beta')] - i[k^2\pi^2_{-1}(\beta,\beta') + \pi^2_{1}(\beta,\beta')] \right] H_n^{(1)}(q_2a), \tag{A7} \]

\[ [\hat{N}_n(\beta,\beta')]_{23} = \frac{\pi^2}{\omega} q_1 \left[ i[k^2\pi^2_{-1}(\beta,\beta') - \pi^2_{1}(\beta,\beta')] - i[k^2\pi^2_{-1}(\beta,\beta') + \pi^2_{1}(\beta,\beta')] \right] J_n(q_1a), \tag{A8} \]

\[ [\hat{N}_n(\beta,\beta')]_{24} = \frac{\pi^2}{\omega} q_1 \left[ i[k^2\pi^2_{-1}(\beta,\beta') - \pi^2_{1}(\beta,\beta')] - i[k^2\pi^2_{-1}(\beta,\beta') + \pi^2_{1}(\beta,\beta')] \right] J_n(q_1a), \tag{A9} \]

\[ [\hat{N}_n(\beta,\beta')]_{31} = \frac{\pi^2}{\omega} \left[ -i[k^2\pi^2_{-1}(\beta,\beta') - \frac{\omega}{c} \beta \pi^2_{-1}(\beta,\beta')] - i[k^2\pi^2_{-1}(\beta,\beta') - \frac{\omega}{c} \beta \pi^2_{-1}(\beta,\beta')] \right] H_n^{(1)}(q_2a) \\
+ \frac{nq_2}{a} \left[ \pi^2_{-1}(\beta,\beta') - \pi^2_{1}(\beta,\beta')] \right] H_n^{(1)}(q_2a), \tag{A10} \]

\[ [\hat{N}_n(\beta,\beta')]_{32} = \frac{\pi^2}{\omega} \left[ -i[k^2\pi^2_{-1}(\beta,\beta') - \frac{\omega}{c} \beta \pi^2_{-1}(\beta,\beta')] - i[k^2\pi^2_{-1}(\beta,\beta') - \frac{\omega}{c} \beta \pi^2_{-1}(\beta,\beta')] \right] H_n^{(1)}(q_2a) \\
+ \frac{nq_2}{a} \left[ \pi^2_{-1}(\beta,\beta') - \pi^2_{1}(\beta,\beta')] \right] H_n^{(1)}(q_2a), \tag{A11} \]
Here we have introduced the following functions:

\[ C_{n,1}^m(\beta) = C_{1,0}^m(\beta) = -\frac{c\beta}{4\pi q_1}, \]  

\[ C_{1,1}^m(\beta) = -C_{1,1}^{m-1}(\beta) = -i\frac{\omega}{4\pi q_1}, \]  

\[ C_{2,1}^m(\beta) = C_{2,1}^{m-1}(\beta) = -\frac{c\beta}{4\pi q_2}, \]  

\[ C_{2,1}^{m-1}(\beta) = -C_{2,1}^m(\beta) = -i\frac{c\beta}{4\pi q_1}, \]  

\[ C_{1,1}^{m-1}(\beta) = C_{1,0}^{m-1}(\beta) = -i\frac{\omega}{4\pi q_1}, \]  

\[ C_{2,1}^{m-1}(\beta) = C_{2,1}^{m-2}(\beta) = -\frac{c^2\beta^2}{4\pi^2 q_2}, \]  

\[ C_{1,1}^{m-2}(\beta) = C_{1,0}^{m-2}(\beta) = -i\frac{c^2\beta^2}{4\pi^2 q_1}, \]  

\[ C_{2,1}^{m-2}(\beta) = C_{2,1}^{m-3}(\beta) = -\frac{c^2\beta^2}{4\pi^2 q_2}, \]  

\[ C_{1,1}^{m-3}(\beta) = C_{1,0}^{m-3}(\beta) = -i\frac{c^2\beta^2}{4\pi^2 q_1}. \]  

where \( \sigma = e, m, k = 1, 2, 3, 4, j = 1, 2, \mu = \pm 1, r_j = \epsilon_j, r'_j = 1, \) and

\[ D_{j,\mu}(\beta, \beta') = q'_j Z_{n+\mu}(q,a) Z_{n+\mu-1}(q',a) - q_j Z_{n+\mu-1}(q,a) Z_{n+\mu}(q',a). \]  

When calculating the matrix elements of \( \hat{N}_m(\beta, \beta') \) at \( \beta' \to \beta \) one should use the limit

\[ \lim_{\beta' \to \beta} \pi_{\sigma,\mu}(\beta, \beta') = -\frac{a^2}{2x_j} C_{\sigma,\mu}^m(\beta) D_{j,\mu}(\beta) \]  

with

\[ D_{j,\mu}^0(\beta) = [Z_{n+\mu}(q,a)]^2 - Z_{n+\mu-1}(q,a) Z_{n+\mu+1}(q,a). \]
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30. This statement is not valid for metal nanowires for which the frequency dispersion of $\varepsilon_2$ is essential.
33. In Ref. 29, an attempt was made to introduce the reflection coefficient in terms of the coordinate-independent quantity.